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Abstract: The competitiveness in today’s market forces many companies to rethink the way they design products. Instead of developing one

product at a time, many manufacturing companies are developing families of products to provide enough variety for the marketplace while

keeping costs relatively low. Although the benefits of commonality are widely known, many companies are still not taking full advantage of it

when developing new products or redesigning existing ones. One reason is the lack of appropriate methods and useful indices to assess a

product family based on commonality and diversity. Although many component-based commonality indices have been proposed in the

literature, they emphasize commonality at the expense of diversity in a product family. In this study, the design for commonality and diversity

method based on two new commonality indices – the commonality diversity index and the comprehensive metric for commonality – is

introduced to help designers manage the inherent tradeoff between commonality and diversity during the product family design process.

To illustrate the proposed method, an example application involving a family of single-use cameras is presented. The proposed method

provides useful recommendations at both the functional and component levels during product family design.

Key Words: commonality index, diversity, variety, product family design.

1. Introduction

In today’s increasingly competitive market, many
companies need to satisfy a wide range of customer
needs while keeping manufacturing costs as low as
possible, and thus they are faced with the challenge of
providing as much variety as possible for the market
with as little variety as possible between the products.
Instead of designing new products one at a time, which
results in poor commonality and standardization and
increases costs, many companies are now designing
families of products based on common ‘elements’
embodied in a product platform, enabling cost-effective
development of a sufficient variety of products to meet
customers’ diverse demands.

There are many cost-savings advantages of imple-
menting platform commonality while developing a
new family of products: decreased lead-time and
risk in the development stage [1–3], reduction of
inventory and handling costs, reduction of product
line complexity, setup and retooling time, increased
standardization [1,2,4], and fewer components to
test and qualify within the family [5,6]. Too much

commonality (i.e., not enough diversity) within a
product family can also have major drawbacks, includ-
ing lack of product distinctiveness (i.e., mass confusion)
[7], lack of innovation and creativity, and compromised
product performance [8]. Consequently, there is a
tradeoff between commonality and diversity within any
product family [9]. The optimal level of commonality is
obtained by minimizing the non-value added variations
across the products within a family without limiting
the choices for customers in each market segment.
From a more general view, the idea is to make each
product within a family distinctive in ways that
customers notice and is identical in ways that customers
cannot see [10].

In this study, the design for commonality and
diversity method (DCDM) is introduced to help
designers manage the inherent tradeoff between com-
monality and diversity during all stages of the product
family design process. The proposed method is based on
two new commonality indices: the commonality diver-
sity index (CDI, [11]) and the comprehensive metric for
commonality (CMC, [12]). Unlike the other component-
based commonality indices, the CDI and the CMC
provide useful information at the functional and
component levels to help designers manage the tradeoff
between commonality and variety in a product family.

The study is articulated as follows. In Section 2,
a literature review covering existing metrics for product
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family design as well as their limitations is described.
The CDI and the CMC are then described and
compared to other component-based commonality
indices. In Section 3, existing product family design
approaches are reviewed as well as their limitations.
The DCDM is then introduced and applied to an
example application in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives
closing remarks and future work.

2. Indices for Assessing Commonality and Variety
in a Product Family

2.1 Existing Metrics for Product Family Design

An important measure of the success of a
product platform is how quickly and cheaply new
products can be developed from it [13]. There are two
common approaches for product family design and
redesign: modularity and commonality. Modularity
arises from the decomposition of a product family
into unique and common modules. Several studies
regarding the measure of product modularity and
methods to achieve modularity in product redesign can
be found in the literature: Gershenson et al. [14] provide
a recent overview of modularity and its benefits as well
as a comparison of existing measures of product
modularity [15].
To assess the degree of commonality within a product

family, several commonality indices have been
developed based on different parameters, such as the
number of common components, their connections,
their costs, etc. This includes the degree
of commonality index (DCI, [2]), the total constant
commonality index (TCCI, [16]), the commonality index
(CI, [17]), the component part commonality index
(CI(C), [18]), the product line commonality index (PCI,
[19]), the percent commonality (%C, [20]),
the generational variety index (GVI, [21]), the functional
similarity index (FSI, [22,23]), and measures for the
degree of variation [9,24,25]. An extensive comparison
between many of these commonality indices
and their usefulness for product family design (and
redesign) can be found in [10], and a comprehensive
list of existing commonality indices can be found
in [26,27].

2.2 Limitations of the Existing
Commonality Indices

While the aforementioned indices may help designers
manage the tradeoff between too much commonality
(lack of product performance and product differentia-
tion) and not enough commonality (higher manufactur-
ing costs), they are not helpful in evaluating the impact
of each component on the degree of commonality within

the family. For example, the CI, TCCI, and DCI only
consider the components in each product and compare
them to see if they are common, variant, and/or unique.
They do not consider component costs, production
volume, materials, manufacturing processes, and assem-
bly, which is important information for ascertaining the
cost-savings benefits of commonality within a product
family. Meanwhile, the CI(C) takes costs into account,
but it does not account for differences in material,
manufacturing processes, or assembly. In other words,
these indices can only reach their ‘perfect’ value for
commonality when all the parameters are common
between all the components in all the products in the
family, regardless of whether these components are
adding variety to the family or not. As such, the
previously described indices do not assess the diversity in
a product family: only the PCI allows for unique
components, while the other indices promote common-
ality among all components, including the ones that
should remain unique or variant to differentiate
products in the family. Consequently, there is a need
for indices that assess the effect of each component on
the overall level of commonality and diversity in the
product family. The CDI and the CMC presented next
integrate various aspects of the aforementioned indices
to capture more information for each component and
function to assess the impact of each component on the
overall level of commonality and diversity in a product
family.

2.3 The Commonality Diversity Index

The CDI scores the difference between existing and
ideal tradeoff within and across a family of products
with different depth of analysis (function, component,
and family levels) [11]. The ideal tradeoff is defined as
follows: (1) common functionality should use common
components, (2) unique functions should use unique
components, and (3) variant functions should use
variant components, in the same proportion.
Functions are defined by function attributes, which
help identify the ‘ideal’ common, variant, and unique
components based on the values that each function
attribute takes for each product. For example, for the
function ‘Store Image’, one corresponding function
attribute is the ‘Sensitivity’ and can take the values
ISO100, ISO200, ISO400, etc.). If a component is used
by several functions, the choice is made to score the
component for all these functions. This index is
computed for an existing family of products and can
also be used at the functional level of abstraction during
the early stages of product family design to help
determine the ideal tradeoff. The CDI ranges from 0
to 1, where 1 indicates a perfect balance between the
commonality and diversity and 0 indicates a failure
to do so.
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Let P ¼ (P1, . . . ,PN) be a family of N products that
has F functions fi (i¼ 1�F). Let fi be a given function
in the product family where fi is achieved by a set of
components. Denote cik (k¼ 1�K) the components for
this function fi. Given k, cik refers to the generic
component. The physical representations or instances
of this generic component in the products P1 . . .PN are
denoted cjik, for j¼ 1 . . .N (cjik ¼ null if the component
cik has no instance in product j). For each generic
component cik of the function i, sub-groups of the
product family are defined, which correspond to the
number of platforms within the family. Thus, for each
component cik there are Gik sub-groups: gm,
l¼ 1 . . .Gik. In each sub-group gm, there is common-
ality and diversity specified by marketing such that the
final design meets or does not meet these specifications.
Hence, the authors speak of allowed diversity and non-
allowed commonality-diversity that is specified for
components. The ‘non-allowed commonality’ corre-
sponds to specific components that should not be
common, and ‘non-allowed diversity’ refers to common
components that should not be specific. Let cjik be the
ideal instance and c0jik be the actual instance of
component k in product j. For common components,
the indicator function is defined:

11 cjik 6¼ c0jik
� �

¼ 1 if cjik 6¼ c0jik and 0 otherwise: ð1Þ

In the same way, for specific components the indicator
function is defined:

11 cjik ¼ c0jik
� �

¼ 1 if cjik ¼ c0jik and 0 otherwise: ð2Þ

Thus, the non_allowed_com_div of a given sub-group is
equal to the sum of both indicator functions for all the
components in the sub-group:

non allowed com divikgm ¼
X

Pj2P\gm

11c0jik cjik 6¼ c0jik
� �

þ
X

Pj2P\gm

11c0jik cjik ¼ c0jik
� �

ð3Þ

where in the first sum, only common components are
taken into account, and in the second sum, only specific
components are considered. Averaging the CDI score
for all the sub-groups gm of the generic component cik
is then:

CDIComponent k ¼
1

Gik

XGik

m¼1

1�
non allowed com divikgm

max divikgm

� �
:

ð4Þ

This score on the set of generic components is the
average score of the function fi:

CDIFunction i

¼
1

Kij

XKij

k¼1

1

Gik

XGik

m¼1

1�
non allowed com divikgm

max divikgm

� �
: ð5Þ

Then the overall score for the family of products P is:

CDIFamilyP ¼
1

F

XF
i¼1

1

Kij

XKij

k¼1

1

Gik

�
XGik

m¼1

1�
non allowed com divikgm

max , divikgm

� �
: ð6Þ

More details are found in [11]. One of the strengths of
the CDI is its ability to analyze the commonality and
diversity with variable depth of analysis by computing
the CDIcomponent, the CDIfunction, and the CDIfamily

within and across families.

2.4 The Comprehensive Metric for Commonality

The CMC is a component-based commonality metric
that uses the following information to assess common-
ality [12]: size and geometry, manufacturing process,
material, assembly/fastening scheme, production
volume, and initial cost (e.g., cost of producing a mold
for an injection plastic process).

The CMC is defined as:

CMC ¼

PN
i¼1 ni � ðC

max
i � CiÞ �

Q4
x¼1 fxiPN

i¼1 ni � ðC
max
i � Cmin

i Þ �
Q4

x¼1 f
max
xi

ð7Þ

where N is the total number of components; ni is the
number of products in the product family that have
component i; { f1i, f2i, f3i, f4i} is the ratio of the greatest
number of products that share component i with
identical {size and shape ( f1i), materials ( f2i), manufac-
turing processes ( f3i), assembly and fastening schemes
( f4i)} to the number of products that have component
i (ni); {f

max
1i , f max

2i , f max
3i , f max

4i } is the ratio of the greatest
number of products that share component i with
identical {size and shape ( f max

1i ), materials ( f max
2i ),

manufacturing processes ( f max
3i ), assembly and fastening

schemes ( f max
4i )} to the greatest possible products that

could have shared component i with identical size and
shape schemes; Ci is the current total cost for
component i ¼

Pni
j¼1 Cij; Cij is the total cost for

component i variant j ¼ Qij � cij; Qij is the quantity of
component i variant j; cij is the unit cost for component i
variant j; Cmin

i is the minimum total cost for
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component i ¼
Pni

j¼1 C
min
ij ; Cmax

i ¼maximum total cost
component ¼

Pni
j¼1 C

max
ij (computed by taking the most

expensive variant available and the most expensive
materials).
Cmin

i is obtained when the ‘perfect’ balance of
commonality and variety is obtained for component i,
i.e., when all the non-differentiating instances of
component i are common across the products, while
the differentiating instances of component i are main-
tained variant. Cmax

i is obtained when the ‘worst’ balance
of commonality and variety is present for component i,
i.e., when all the instances are different between all the
products in the family, each instance being produced
without any commonality. The choice of the cost
estimate is independent of the CMC formulation. For
this study, a simple cost model is used (see [12]).
The CMC weights the components in the products

based on their costs as well as their size and geometry,
material, manufacturing process, and assembly process.
The CMC ranges from 0 to 1. The CMC equals 1 when
all the non-differentiating components are common
between all the products in the family, and they use
the cheapest variant available (a non-differentiating
component is not used to differentiate the products,
neither aesthetically or functionally), and the CMC is
equal to 0 when all the components are different (size,
geometry, manufacturing process, assembly, material)
between all the products.

2.5 Comparison of the Commonality Indices

Table 1 compares six existing component-based
commonality indices with the CDI and CMC. The
following points can be observed based on Table 1.

(1) Only the CDI can be used in the early stages of a
project when only functional requirements are
available; the other indices require component-
based data to be computed. The CDI helps identify
the ideal functional tradeoff (what should or should
not be common), which designers can then use to
specify components.

(2) The CDI and the CMC are the only two indices that
penalize only commonality and variety when they
are not desired. By doing so, the maximum value (in
this case, 1) can potentially be obtained when all the
non-differentiating components are common, while
in the other indices, the maximum value is obtained
when all the components are common between all
the products in a product family, including the
differentiating components (except for the PCI,
which does not consider unique components.

(3) The CDI is the only index that rewards variety when
it is desired, helping to identify functions that lack
variety.

(4) The CDI looks even more explicitly at the diversity
issue than the CMC by grouping the components
into functions, hence making it easy for designers to
identify the components and/or the functions that
lack variety.

(5) The CMC assesses each component of a product
family more comprehensively. The component costs
are related to the production volume, the material
used, the component volume, and the initial costs.
The different variants in geometry, in material, and
in manufacturing processes of each component are
analyzed as well.

(6) Finally, the CDI and the CMC are the only
two indices that can manage a product family
based on several platforms (see [11] for more detail).

By combining the use of the CDI and the CMC, the
appropriate balance of commonality and variety in a
product family can be identified and managed. While
the CDI focuses more explicitly on variety, the CMC
focuses more on component costs. Hence, by only
looking at the CDI, designers cannot directly identify
which components are the most expensive to produce
and penalize the family, but can rather look at which
components do not respect the desired variety. On the
other hand, the CMC does not focus on the components
that need to provide variety, but rather on the impact of
each component on the commonality and variety in a
product family. For example, by only looking at

Table 1. Comparison of the commonality indices based on the information used.

Commonality

Indices

Functions

in

product

Can be used in

the early

stages

of a project

Penalizing

commonality

and variety only

when not desired

Value

Variety

when needed
Multi-

Platform Bounded

Size, geometry,

materials,

manufacturing

processes

Assembly

schemes

Component

costs

DCI No No No No No No No No No

TCCI No No No No No Yes No No No

CI No No No No No Yes No No No

PCI No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No

%C No No No No No Yes No Yes No

CI(C) No No No No No No No No Yes

CDI Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

CMC No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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the CDI, designers might overlook components that are
expensive to produce, yet by looking only at the CMC,
designers might overlook components that are required
to produce enough variety to meet customers’ needs.
Hence, it is asserted that the combined use of the CDI
and the CMC as discussed next provides a more
thorough assessment of a product family compared to
the other existing component-based commonality
indices.

3. Product Family Design and the Design for
Commonality and Diversity Method

3.1. Product Family Design Approaches

There are two recognized approaches to product
family design [28]: top-down and bottom-up. In a top-
down (proactive platform) approach, the company’s
strategy is to develop a family of products based on a
product platform and its derivatives. Top-down
approaches found in the literature include the product
platform concept exploration method [28], the variation-
based platform design methodology [25], the design for
variety method [21] and the key metrics-based
approach [29]. In a bottom-up (reactive redesign)
approach, a company redesigns and/or consolidates a
group of distinct products to standardize components
and thus reduce costs. Bottom-up approaches found in
the literature include product family redesign at John
Deere [30] and Sunbeam [31], a method to redesign a
large product set to improve product performance and
reduce manufacturing costs [30], the redesign of an
existing line of products using consumers’ evaluations of
possible new design with a marketing research
technique (conjoint analysis) [31], the product family
reasoning system [32], and an optimization-based
redesign approach based on commonality analysis [33].
Additional optimization-based approaches are
reviewed in [27].

3.2. Limitations of the Existing Approaches for
Product Family Design

First, most of the existing approaches cannot be used
during the various stages of the product family design
process, as they need detailed information on the
products in the product family to design/redesign.
Second, they do not explicitly address the issue of
variety and commonality in a product family. They
focus on maximizing the commonality in a family, but
overlook the desired variety for the end-user. The
DCDM introduced next addresses these issues and
helps designers manage the tradeoff between common-
ality and diversity during all stages of the product family
design process.

3.3. The Design for Commonality and
Diversity Method

The proposed DCDM uses the CDI and the CMC to
help designers during all the stages of the product family
design process. It is assumed in this method that the cost
is minimized when the non-differentiating components
are as common as possible between the products while
keeping differentiating components variant. This is a
strong assumption that do not always hold true (e.g.,
when variable costs are high, see [6,34]), and the
proposed method does not work in this case. Figure 1
shows the product realization process divided in two
stages: (1) preliminary project (definition of customers’
needs and functional requirements, as well as prelimin-
ary product and process design) and (2) detailed studies
(detailed product and process design). The DCDM
works in both stages, as shown in Figure 1:

– in Stage 1 (preliminary project), the DCDM uses the
CDI to help designers focus on which functions to
make common, variant or unique in the product
family; and

– in Stage 2 (detailed studies), the DCDM uses
both CDI and CMC to (1) to ensure that the
functions and the corresponding components still
possess the appropriate diversity and commonality
and (2) help designers improve the commonality
between components without sacrificing diversity in
the product family. The DCDM is described in detail
next. An example implementation follows in
Section 4.

3.3.1. STAGE 1: PRELIMINARY PROJECT
In Stage 1, designers working along with the market-

ing team define the extent of the product line, the desired
diversity provided by the different products, as well as
the desired commonality between products at the
functional level. This is not the focus of this study;
extensive literature can be found on how to link
customer needs and functional requirements, such as
the methods proposed in [35]. The CDI is used in this
stage to support existing tools by focusing on which
function(s) should be kept variant/unique and which
function(s) should be made common between products.
For instance, when a function is invisible to customers
or does not affect their evaluation of product perfor-
mance, designers may prefer to achieve higher common-
ality for this function. On the other hand, the
differentiating functions should remain unique to each
product. Stage 1 operates as follows:

– List all functions in all the products to be designed
(using appropriate tools along with customers’ needs
and functional requirements).
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– Define the functions as either being common (shared
between all the products having this function), variant
(variant of a function in the products, due for example
to different levels of performance for the function), or
unique (function only in one product). The corre-
sponding CDI value is 1.

– Generate concepts for each function and compute the
CDI for the alternative concepts.

– Select the concept(s) with the highest CDI value for
each function.

The computation of the CDI for different concepts
allows designers to compare the level of commonality/
diversity in a specific concept with the theoretical
commonality/diversity defined previously. For example,
let it be assumed that a function is defined as being
variant between all the products in a family (i.e., the
function is common to all products but its attributes are
different for each). Designers find two concepts that can
achieve this function. If the first concept generated for
this function has common attributes between all the
products, then the diversity is not respected, penalizing
the CDI value. On the other hand, if the second concept
varies in the same proportion as what is required in the
function, then the concept is not penalized in the CDI,
and designers will consider the second concept as a
better alternative.

3.3.2. STAGE 2: DETAILED STUDIES
By using the CDI in Stage 1, designers select the

best concept (platform and variant functions and
components) while keeping in mind the degree of
variety and commonality that each function should
provide. In Stage 2, the products and their components
are defined, and the DCDM now uses both CDI and
CMC to (1) ensure that the definition of the components

still respect the desired variety and commonality and
(2) improve the design of the family. The CDI is now
used to ensure that the tradeoff between commonality
and diversity is not lost when the design of each product
is refined, while the CMC is employed to assess more
comprehensively the design and improve it. By integrat-
ing information, such as the manufacturing processes,
materials, assembly, and component costs, the CMC
employed with appropriate optimization tools [33,36]
provides recommendations for designers on where and
how to increase commonality without losing the desired
variety.

Stage 2 operates as follows:

– Use the CMC to assess the design of the product
family; if several competing designs exist, the CMC
helps designers select the best one (see [33,36] for more
detail).

– Improve the selected design using the CMC and
appropriate optimization tools [33,36] to increase
commonality (component, material, manufacturing
process, assembly) while keeping the desired variety.

– Use the CDI to ensure that the design possesses the
desired commonality and variety at the functional,
component, and family levels throughout Stage 2.

In the next section, an example application is given to
illustrate the use of the DCDM for a family of single-use
cameras.

4. Example Application

To demonstrate the proposed method, an example
application consisting of a set of six single-use cameras
(see Table 2) is analyzed using the DCDM during

Figure 1. Product design process and the DCDM.
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Stage 1 (see Section 4.1) and Stage 2 (see Section 4.2).
While this set of cameras already exists, this example is
used for illustrative purposes, and hence it is assumed
that the design of the products is not know a priori and
that the design will be refined during Stage 2.

4.1. Stage 1: Preliminary Project

In Stage 1, customers’ needs are used to define the
functional requirements. For this example, eight func-
tions are identified for the cameras, listed in Table 3.

The functions are then classified as either common,
variant, or unique between the cameras (see Table 3),
and for each function, a separate table is created to show
the ideal commonality and diversity. For example, in
Table 4, the function ‘View Scene’ is desired to be
common between all the products. In Table 5, the
function ‘Store Image’ is defined as variant, due to
different levels for this functional requirement: four
cameras can potentially share the same concept for the
function ‘Store Image,’ but two cameras need a variant
solution (the black and white and the high definition
cameras).

Once the functions have been identified and classified,
designers start generating concepts using appropriate
concept generation and selection methods while keeping
in mind the desired commonality and variety that each
function should provide. The concepts generated should
be chosen for each product in the product family.
Looking at the function ‘Store Image’, designers may
come up with two concepts: regular film or a digital
sensor coupled with memory. Both concepts may be

leveraged to offer the desired variety, but other
constraints (such as manufacturing costs) eliminate the
second concept. Therefore, the concept ‘film’ is chosen
for the function ‘Store Image.’ The next step is to refine
the concept ‘film’ to come up with physical solutions for
each product. Consider the four detailed concepts listed
in Table 6. In detailed concept 1, a common 35mm color
film is shared between all the cameras. The CDI is
computed for each alternative. By doing so, the concept
that achieves the highest CDI value is selected for Stage
2. In this example, detailed concepts 1 and 3 do not
provide the desired variety (CDI51): a different
technical solution is desired for two cameras (the high
definition and the black and white). Detailed concepts 2
and 4 achieve the highest CDI value (1); in this case,
other parameters, such as manufacturing costs, etc. are
used to help choose the ‘best’ concept between those
two. In this case, it is assumed that the 24mm film is
more expensive than a 35mm film (due to the
production volume); hence, detailed concept 2 is selected
to enter Stage 2. The CDI helps designers determine

Table 2. Family of single-use cameras analyzed.

Funsaver Power flash Plus digital High definition Black and white Water and sport

Table 3. List of functions for the six cameras.

Function Type

Display information Common
Condition the image Variant
Protect against the environment Variant
View the scene Common
Light the scene Variant
Control the exposure time Common
Store images Variant
Advance film Variant

Table 4. Example of common function
and the corresponding CDI.

Function Camera Diversity

Plus digital 1
View the scene High definition 1

Water and sport 1
Power flash 1

Black and white 1
Funsaver 1

Score 1 1

Table 5. Example of variant function
and the corresponding CDI.

Function Camera Diversity

Plus digital 1
Store images High definition 2

Water and sport 1
Power flash 1

Black and white 3
Funsaver 1

Score 1 1
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physical solutions with keeping this desired differentia-
tion in mind.

4.2. Stage 2: Detailed Studies

4.2.1. USE OF CDI AND CMC
Stage 2 starts with the computation of the CMC for

the detailed concept selected at the end of Stage 1; it is
used to identify in more detail which parameter(s) of
which component(s) should be improved to increase
commonality while keeping the desired variety. The
CMC is computed at the component level. The
computation of the CMC for the existing family can
be found in Appendix A. The value obtained is 0.61,
meaning that the components can be made more
common to reduce the overall costs and increase the
CMC value without loosing the desired variety. Each
component influences the final value of the CMC using
weights that are related to (1) size and geometry,
(2) material, (3) process, (4) fastening schemes, and
(5) costs. Four different types of components are
identified, each having a different impact on the CMC,
as shown in Table 7. The components that are common
(hence non-differentiating) between all the products in
the family are achieved with the lowest cost possible
(Ci¼Cmin

i ), as illustrated by Arm 1 in the table. The
corresponding fi factors are equal to 1; and the ratio
between the last two columns is equal to 1, which
corresponds to the best commonality achievable. In the
second row, the film advance wheel is variant between

the products, but this component is non-differentiating,
and it could potentially be made common between the
products. Hence, the corresponding fi factors do not all
reach the highest value possible ( f151), and the cost Ci is
higher than Cmin

i . This is also reflected by the ratio of the
last two columns, which is strictly 51. The third row
shows an example of a variant differentiating compo-
nent, namely, the ‘film’, which is variant between
products in the family. This variety is not penalized:
the ratio of the last two columns is equal to 1 (this
relates back to detailed concept 2, where a 35mm film
with appropriate variants was chosen for the function
‘Store Image’). Finally, the unique components, such as
the waterproof back casing, does not influence the
CMC. By looking at the ratio of the last two columns,
the CMC helps designers focus on the components that
do not respect the desired diversity and commonality
[12,33]. Moreover, the CMC can be used in an
appropriate optimization-based approach to provide
specific information on how to increase the common-
ality at the component level. For example, the film
advance wheel penalizes the desired commonality, and
the CMC helps point out how this component should be
redesigned. The intent of this study is not to detail this
algorithm; the reader may refer to [33] for the
implementation of such an algorithm.

Throughout Stage 2, the CDI is also computed; the
computation for the current design is detailed in
Appendix B. The value obtained for the CDI is higher
than that for the CMC: 0.78 versus 0.61 for the CMC.

Table 6. Examples of concepts generated for the function ‘Store Image.’

Funsaver Power flash Plus digital High definition
Black and

white
Water and

sport

CDI for
‘Store
Image’

Ideal
Concept

Technical
Solution 1

Technical
Solution 1

Technical
Solution 1

Technical
Solution 2

Technical
Solution 3

Technical
Solution 1

1

Detailed
Concept 1

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

0.75

Detailed
Concept 2

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

35mm film
color

35mm film
high quality

35mm film
black and white

35mm film
color

1

Detailed
Concept 3

35mm film
color

24mm film
color

24mm film
color

24mm film
high quality

24mm film
black and white

35mm film
color

0.90

Detailed
Concept 4

24mm film
color

24mm film
color

24mm film
color

24mm film
high quality

24mm film
black and white

24mm film
color

1

Table 7. Impact of the components on the overall commonality.

Component Type f1 f2 f3 f4 ni Ci Cmax
i Cmin

i niðCmax
i � CiÞ �

Q4
x¼1

fxi niðCmax
i �Cmin

i Þ �
Q4
x¼1

fmax
xi

Arm 1 Common 1 1 1 1 6 117,650 367,650 117,650 1,500,000 1,500,000
Film advance
wheel

Variant non
differentiating

1/3 5/6 1 1 6 95,100 345,100 87,400 833,333 1,546,200

Film Variant
differentiating

1/2 1 1 1 6 10,250,000 15,000,000 10,250,000 14,250,000 14,250,000

Waterproof
back casing

Unique 1 1 1 1 1 127,500 127,500 127,500 0 0
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The reason is that the CDI focuses on the commonality
and penalizes variety if it is not provided, without
‘weighting’ the components using factors, such as costs,
etc. What can be concluded from the CDI is that the
current design of the family achieves a good diversity,
but the ideal value (1) is not reached; hence, there is
room for improvement, and the current design does not
respect completely the desired variety and commonality
in the family. The CDI points out which function(s) and
component(s) to improve. For example, for the function
‘display information’ (see Table 8), three components
are used: the ‘exposure counter,’ the ‘viewfinder,’ and
the ‘flash cover’. These three components are non-
differentiating components.

The score at the bottom of each column shows that
these three components are not completely common
between the six products; hence, the value is 51. The
score on the left side (0.53) is the average for all three
components. As a result, the score is 0.53 for the specific
function ‘display information’, indicating that there is
room for improvement in the components used to
achieve this function. The CDI value for each function is
computed the same way, as shown in Table 9.
By looking at these values, designers can easily identify
which function to improve: while the functions ‘protect
against the environment’ and ‘light the scene’ reach a
perfect value of 1, the other functions possess a lower
CDI value, meaning that the tradeoff between common-
ality and variety was not completely respected when
developing this design.

TheDCDMapplied on this example application shows
how the CDI and the CMC can give useful information at
the functional and at the component level during
different stages of the product family design process.

4 . 2 . 2 . USEFULNESS OF THE OTHER
COMMONALITY INDICES DURING
STAGE 2

The six component-based commonality indices
described in Section 2.1 are also computed for the
proposed design. A summary of the results is presented
in Table 10.

While the CI(C) and the DCI cannot be compared due
to their moving boundaries, the remaining six indices

have fixed boundaries. By looking at these values, one
can see that the CDI shows a higher value than the
remaining indices that do not take component costs into
consideration (i.e., PCI, %C, TCCI, CI). The reason is
that the CDI focuses on how good a product family
achieves variety, while keeping the non-differentiating
components as common as possible. Except for the PCI,
which does not consider the unique components in the
analysis, the other indices will only reach their highest
value when all the components, including the differ-
entiating ones, are common between all the products.
The PCI also achieves its highest value when the non-
unique components are common and present in all
products. By using the CDI and the CMC, the value
obtained is more realistic, as its higher boundary (¼1)
can be achieved when all the non-differentiating
components are made common between the products.

5. Conclusions

Commonality and diversity are the key to product
family development: the idea is to have as much
commonality as possible for the non-differentiating

Table 8. Computation of the CDI for the function Display Information.

Function Camera/Components Exposure Counter Viewfinder Flash Cover

Diversity for the function 0% 0% 17%
Display information Plus digital 1 1 2

High definition 2 2 1
Water and sport 1 3 –
Power flash 3 2 1
Black and white 1 1 2
Funsaver 3 4 3

Score 0.50 0.60 0.40 0.50

Table 9. CDI values for each function in the family.

Function CDI

Display information 0.50
Condition the image 0.47
Protect against the environment 1.00
View the scene 0.40
Light the scene 1.00
Control the exposure time 0.92
Store images 1.00
Advance film 0.94

Table 10. Commonality indices values for the single-use
cameras.

PCI %C TCCI CI CI(C) DCI CDI CMC

54.00 44.84 46.50 56.80% 2.81 1.86 78.00% 61.00%
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components, while maintaining sufficient variety for the
differentiating components. To help resolve this trade-
off, the design for commonality and diversity method
(DCDM) is proposed in this study based on two new
commonality indices: the commonality diversity index
(CDI) and the comprehensive metric for commonality
(CMC). The DCDM helps designers manage the trade-
off between commonality and diversity during all the
stages of the product family development. To demon-
strate the method, an example application involving a
family of single-use cameras is given. The DCDM has
some limitations in that it does not help in generating or
selecting product concepts; rather, it should be viewed as
a tool to support the decisions made by designers.
Designing products and product families is a

dynamic process, where the products can be modified
throughout their life cycle to accommodate changes in
customer needs, technology, markets, corporate strate-
gies, competition, etc. Hence, it is very likely that the
initial design of a product family will evolve to add,
remove, or modify features, functions, components, etc.
If changes are introduced, they can be immediately
reflected in the CDI and CMC computation, and the
CDI and CMC values enable to track the changes in
requirements and where to focus to improve the design
of the family. Future research suggests extending the

CDI and the CMC to include even more data and
provide an even more comprehensive assessment of a
product family during all the stages of product devel-
opment. Another research direction is to incorporate
concept generation and selection methods into the
DCDM to make the whole process more repeatable
and systematic. The assessment of the architecture
design in the definition of the CDI and CMC may be
included to see how these indices respond to different
types of modular architecture types (bus, section, slot.
etc.) [37,38]. Finally, the method may be expanded to
include checkpoints all along the design process to help
designers know when they reach a satisfactory balance
of commonality and diversity in the product family
being developed.
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